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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Positive sales growth despite steep price increases and interruptions to wheat supply
Health and wellness motivates category players to launch healthier options
Shift from unpackaged to packaged bread continues to build
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Slower sales growth for breakfast cereals as consumers return to pre-pandemic routines
Rising prices present challenges to breakfast cereals as consumers look to economise
International players remain in the leading positions in breakfast cereals

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

A positive performance ahead as demand for healthier products continues to rise
Explicit promotion of health and wellness credentials unlikely to come to the fore just yet
A more diverse range of products set to support the performance of hot cereals
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Shelf stable fruit and vegetables continues to account for the bulk of category sales
Positive growth for frozen categories as consumers demand greater convenience
Local and international players battle it out for supremacy in processed fruit and vegetables

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Positive sales growth ahead due to rising demand for convenience
The development of cold chain distribution set to influence the category
New products unlikely to appear as innovation remains a low priority for category players
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Category sales benefit from the return to pre-pandemic lifestyles
Slower growth for chilled processed meat as unit price growth suppresses demand
Decent growth for processed seafood as consumers demand a variety of products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
A positive sales performance ahead as favourable trends continue to develop
Local players set to remain in control of the bulk of category sales
Meat and seafood substitutes unlikely to develop into a mainstream category just yet
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
A return to positive retail volume growth recorded in the key category of dried pasta
Rice sales decline as pressure on exports and rising prices place limits on demand
Affordability and convenience the main factors underpinning rising demand for noodles

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
A moderate positive performance slated for the mature category of dried pasta
Demand for rice set to recover as consumers develop more sophisticated tastes
Spread of supermarkets, hypermarkets, and convenience stores set to prove crucial
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